
NYONE who takes more than a passing interest

in racing will be aware of the crisis facing the

sport in terms of the derisory levels of prize-

money in British racing, writes JOHN
SCANLON.

Thousands of column inches in the press have been filled

with horsemen decrying the status quo which has seen returns

to owners on their investment in the sport fall to pitiful levels;

a similar amount of coverage has been given to racecourses

claiming credit for making ‘executive contributions’ to prize-

money to support their cards.

But to the man in the street, without any financial stake in

the sport other than having the occasional bet and purchasing

the Racing Post, it must be difficult to get a real

understanding of how desperate the current situation is in hard

cash terms.

So we decided to give our readers some examples of the

day-to-day economics of racing by following three runs from

our Kingsley Park partnership horses during April. Bear in

mind when looking at our stats that in addition to the specific

raceday expenses we mention for each runner, the ‘owner’ (in

these cases, the partnership) also has to pay the on-going

training fee to Johnston Racing).

Bravado: Class 2 Handicap at Newmarket,  April 15, worth

£10,800 to winner; finished 6th of 9 (all figures inclusive of

VAT except for professional riders’ insurance).

In finishing out of the prize-money, Bravado’s run effectively

cost the owners £994.86. To break even, the horse would have

had to finish 4th.

Hochfeld: Class 2 Handicap, Newbury, April 16, worth

£18,039 to the winner; finished 8th of 14.

The cost to the owner was £1,272.66; again, a fourth-place

finish would have been required to break even.

Silver Shade: Class 5 Handicap at Southwell, April 8, worth

£2,682 to the winner; finished 1st of 2.

The profit on the day for the owner was £2,025.03.

These figures will hopefully help people to appreciate why

many argue that the only way to make money in British racing

these days is by racing horses in order to sell them to race in

racing jurisdictions where the rewards justify the effort.

And, by way of a warning, Ireland’s domination of the 2021

Cheltenham Festival showed us what happens when owners

migrate to a country which is prepared to invest in its racing

industry.

FIGURE IT OUT!
COSTS VERSUS
PRIZE-MONEY

Expenses: Weatherbys:-

Entry fee 141.95

Jockey fee 153.48

Prof. Riders’ Insurance 16.63

Johnston Racing:-

Transport 492

Travelling Staff exp 178.80

Racing plates 66

Total 1048.86

Income

Prize-money won

Stakes

Number cloth sponsorship 54

Expenses: Weatherbys:-

Entry fee 216.95

Jockey fee 153.48

Prof. Riders Insurance 16.63

Johnston Racing:-

Transport 600

Travelling Staff exp 219.60

Racing plates 66

Total 1272.66

Income

Prize-money won

Stakes

Number cloth sponsorship 0

Expenses: Weatherbys:-

Entry fee 67.95

Jockey fee 153.48

Prof. Riders Insurance 16.63

Johnston Racing:-

Transport 276

Travelling Staff exp 87.60

Racing plates 66

Total 667.66

Income

Prize-money won 2,587.06

Stakes 105.63

Total 2,692.69
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